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Tailor-made support for
your employees

Real estate expertise serving more than 2,000
international clients

« We welcome you as a client and then
we become friends…»

Luiza Amgwerd, Owner & Founder

An individual and optimized approach

For more than 10 years, Global Relocation has been one of the key
players in the real estate market and a respected relocation partner  
in the Lake Geneva region.

In-depth knowledge of the market, its players and its regulations. 

Our teams offer you a multilingual service, adapted to the budget and
criteria of your employees. 

ABOUT
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Our Services
ACCOMMODATION SEARCH

MOVING ASSISTANCE

DEPARTURE ASSISTANCE

ASSISTANCE WITH ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

ORIENTATION

SCHOOL SEARCH
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A holistic offer for moving to Geneva
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SERVICES  ACCOMMODATION SEARCH

Assessing your needs 

Managing Applications and  
rental agreement

Moving in Temporary Accommodation

Tailor-made research Planning and organizing visits

We understand that each case is
unique, which is why we
customizeour services to meet your
particularrequirements.

We handle your application
withletting agents and landlords. We
also support you in signing the rental  
contract and guide you through
thecheck-in process up to receiving
the keys.

We make your moving in period
easierby taking care of the activation
ofelectricity, internet and telephone
subscriptions, thereby helping you to  
settle into your new home with peace
of mind.

If needed, we can help you to find
temporary accommodation to
easeyour transition before moving into
your permanent home.

Our team undertakes an in-depth  
search to find the accommodation
that matches your criteria. We
takeinto account location, size,
budget and all your preferences.

We organize property visits
accompaniedby us or unaccompanied,
and adapted to  your schedule. Our goal
is to optimize your time and provide you
with a comprehensive overview of the
options available.
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Discover Geneva and its
surroundings

SERVICES ORIENTATION

Explore the city of Geneva in a unique way 

A personalized guided tour that reveals
thetreasures of this magnificent City of Calvin,
aswell as the most popular neighbourhoods.
Thisimmersive experience allows you to soak up the
history, culture and elegance that characterize
Geneva, while familiarizingyourself with the city's
most popular neighborhoods.
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Simplify your family’s installation as much as
possible
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SERVICES SCHOOL SEARCH AND ENROLMENT

Search and selection Information Registration Help 

We take care of researching and  
helping to select the educational  
establishments that best match the  
needs and aspirations of your children.  
We take into account factors such as  
geographical proximity, quality of
teaching, languages offered, and other  
criteria specific to your situation.

We make our in-depth knowledge of the Swiss schooling and childcare systems available to you.

We provide comprehensive  
information on the different  
educational options available in  
Switzerland, including public, private,  
international, and alternative schools.  
Our goal is to share with you the
options available so that you can make  
informed decisions.

We assist you with registering your  
children at the chosen school, and we
ensure that your your application is  
handled in a professional and timely  
manner by the school.
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Comprehensive management of moving
logistics

SERVICES MOVING ASSISTANCE

01 02Linking Options and advice

We have established partnerships with
carefully selected international and regional
moving companies. These moving
professionals have a solid reputation for their
reliability, efficiency and attention to detail.

Our team guides you through the different
moving options available. We explain the pros
and cons of each option in detail so you can
make an informed decision.
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Making life easier for you

SERVICES ASSISTANCE WITH ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

When you're considering moving to a new country, the paperwork, immigration, and settling in can be overwhelming. Our
immigration and settlement support service is designed to support you through this complex transition.

01 02Administrative assistance Advice and support pre- and  post-
settling in

We put you in touch with specialists for all  
administrative procedures such as: visa  
applications, work permits, opening bank  
accounts and taking out insurance.

Our team is available to answer all your
questions and guide you through the pre - and  
post-    s  ettling in process. Whether your
questions relate to housing, education, or  
other aspects of daily life, we are here to
support you.
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Manage your departure  smoothly
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SERVICES DEPARTURE ASSISTANCE

Preliminary inventory 

Exit Inventory Overseeing thereleaseofyour bank deposit with the letting  
agent

Quote for repairs Transfer of the rental agreement

We are on hand to assist you with the  
preliminary inventory, ensuring that  
any observations are correctly  
recorded.

When checking out of the
apartment, we are by your side to  
assist you with the exit inventory,
thereby guaranteeing a transparent  
and fair process.

After your departure, we follow up as needed to ensure that your bank  
deposit (guarantee) is released by the letting agent so that you can recover  
your money with complete peace of mind.

We take care of any quotes needed  
for repairs to the property, so you are  
confident that everything is in order
before you leave.

If you wish to transfer your lease, we take  
care of finding a potential replacement
tenant, thereby making it easier for you to  
move out.
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Our proposal
Corporate

Housing search mandate:  
(Temporary Furnished or Permanent)

mini orientation
unlimited support for visits
signing the lease
inventory upon arrival
connection SIG, Swisscom
insurance assistance

Prices upon request 
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Orientation mandate (1 day)

School search

Mandate Departure



Our team supports you
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Example of temporary accommodation

2 rooms, fully furnished

An impeccably furnished apartment located in the  
Eaux-Vives neighborhood, ideally located close to  
public transport and commercial amenities. This  
apartment has an entrance hall, a well-equipped  
kitchen, a large combined living room/bedroom, and a  
separate bathroom. For your convenience, a washing  
machine is available in the apartment, and we provide  
all the necessary linens and towels. You can also enjoy  
free Wi-Fi and TV during your stay, as well as a  
spacious balcony with picturesque lake views.
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Contact us

Global Relocation SARL
27, Rue du Nant
1207 Geneva +41(0)22 700 07
83 www.globalrelocation.ch

Luiza Amgwerd 
Owner & Founder
+41(0)78 892 23 23
luiza.a@globalrelocation.ch
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Jeff Quiblier
Operations Manager 
+41(0)78 249 43 87
jeff.q@globalrelocation.ch


